
GOOGLE SEARCH AD #1 

Headline: “Evia Events | We’re Doing Digital Experiences Differently” 

Body: “Start creating your Digital Experience with us today! 
Come learn how we’ve created solutions for partners like Microsoft®,
Brooks®, and AWS® and their audiences.”

SOCIAL AD #1 -- “We Know a Thing or Two About Presenters” 

After broadcasting over 226,753 live and pre-recorded sessions, we’ve learned a thing or two 
about presenters. 

JUST BECAUSE THEIR SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS, DOESN’T MEAN THEY KNOW HOW TO 
PRESENT INFORMATION. 

We see it over and over again - poor lighting, outdated audio devices and even spotty Wi-Fi can 
ruin a recording or broadcast faster then you can say, “Action.” 

While we’ve all adapted to video calls, we are not as adept at Virtual Presentations. 

Learn how to get the best out of your speakers, dial in your eventflow and create evergreen con-
tent for your business. Doing it right the first time increases ROI and feeds your content marketing 
funnels. 

Want some top tips on how to get the BEST presentation from your speakers? 

CLICK BELOW 

SOCIAL AD #2 -- “EVIA is Making Your Event Easier”  

“We KNOW planning events, whether hybrid or virtual, are massive feats of organization 
and planning – we bow down to your mad skills! Here’s a handy tool to make your life 
easier. 

Learn how to get the best out of your speakers, dial in your eventflow and create ever-
green content for the business. Doing it right the first time increases ROI and feeds your 
content marketing funnels. 

Want some top tips on how to get the BEST presentation from your speakers? 

CLICK HERE 

SOCIAL AD #3 -- “We’re Well Connected”  

“Evia has been producing hybrid events with Microsoft since 2007. 
 
We support Brooks® Running by creating content infrastructure for internal and external 
events. 
 
For AWS, we integrated with YouTube and developed a custom publishing tool that 
uploads content in record time: 6 hours post-broadcast. 
 
That’s what we do! 
Solve problems. Fill gaps. Create solutions. 

Come learn why we do Digital Experiences differently.” 

[Evia product landing page/Evia homepage/Contact Us] 

GOOGLE SEARCH AD #3

Headline: “Evia Events | Create a Better Event Experience” 

Body: “Digital events are the new normal. Evia provides you  with the virtual 
solutions and production expertise your company needs that are true to 
your brand.”  

GOOGLE SEARCH AD #3 

Headline: “Evia Events | Start Planning Your Next Event” 

Body: “Design your event, wow your audience. Our experts will take  you 
through a process that is as seamless and well-rehearsed as the digital 
events we produce.” ” 
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